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Letter from the Editors

To our readers,

For Red Shoes Review, 2020 was a tumultuous year but also a year 
of unprecedented growth. Over the course of the year we gained 
over 800 Instagram followers, hosted 15 weekly chill and chats, 
posted 19 Feature Fridays and accepted 31 Open Mic submissions. 
Behind these numbers are the people that matter: our Red Shoes 
Review members, everyone who had a part in building RSR’s 
community this year. Throughout this school year you have stud-
ied and grown from behind a screen, and you have faced arduous 
struggle but have also found the strength to overcome. As your 
editors, we want to thank you for the support you have shown RSR 
this year and how you have allowed us to grow as an organization 
and a community.

ThisyearweaskedUICstudentstoreflectontheirtumultuous
2020 and encapsulate their experiences; both their struggles and 
howtheywereovercome.Forwhenwefindourselvesinanuncer-
tain world, we have the need to express ourselves, to create art in 
unprecedented ways.

Thismagazinerepresents2020.Itstartsoffwithsubmissionsfo-
cusing on the trials we faced, and with every page edges into what 
we learned about ourselves and each other this year as seen in the 
transitionfromourfronttobackcover.Wehopethatyoufindsol-
ace in viewing the works of art published in this issue, because no 
matter what your 2020 looked like in hindsight, there is always the 
hope of a better future and the ability to make it happen.

Your editors,

Mehreen Ali
Leah Frank
Omar Alvarez
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Fear
by Citlali G. Rodriguez
Hunchbacked,talonedfiend,

Clinging to my ears, 
Whisper your threats, 
Inflamemythroat,

Guide my hands into pockets
Of silence and 

Molten lies 

Cinching the belt of misery tight 
About my waist, 

Sour heave of my belly, 
Explosive with deceit, 

Shrinking from the suggestions 

Pallid, angular, invisible;
Trailingprobingfingersalong

The honesty, the purity 
Of jutting hips, caving ribs, and sloping clavicles 

Dreading the question, 
Did you? 

Didn’t you? 

Query turned criticism, 
Irritation prickling down to settle 

On purple knees. 
Is art not the persistence of memory?

Hindsight grips me 
As I have never held you.
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I didn’t see it coming
by Noor Iqbal
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PoliticalDifferences
by Patryk Szczepaniak
I’ve come to terms with the fact that we’ll never get along, So 
why don’t we just agree to say that we left one another over 
Politicaldifferences?

I’ll say I couldn’t stand the way your mood 
             Rose 
                         And 
             Fell 
With the S&P 500, 
And how your anger made you turn redder than Wyoming. 
How you were always quick with a gun 
 (not a real one, but just as dangerous) 
And slow with the check 
 (15% gratuity cap, no more). 

You’ll say the way I painted you blue 
made 
    you 
 lose 
   yourself, 
How I gerrymandered your feelings 
Tofitmyagenda.

 I had none. 

But it’s easier and classier to say 
 “We became polarized” 
And to blame Reagan and Clinton 
Than to speak the truth 

That you could never live in California 
 And I simply couldn’t stand you.
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Constant Headache
by Rida Mughal
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Spangled Pyre
by Victoria Ogunniyi
Seated at a table full of ghosts,
Watching their wan smiles come into view,
We reach out to one another: us, the sickly hosts,
Feeling around for the outline of what once was. 
Them, confused phantoms searching for life anew.

We dance to the clang of empty dinnerware, 
Swaying to the hypnotic hum of machines,
Existing someplace between reality and a nightmare,
Forgetting how to dream.

In the shroud of darkness, we hide our faces,
Mistakingthesliversofnothingnessforourownflesh,
While unseen beings scratch at our soles.
We run – one, two, three paces –
Feeling the pierce of nails claw up our throats,
Crying at the echoes of those who never should have left.

With the spit glistening on all the unmarked soil,
Theall-consumingflameroarslouder,
Crumpling our papered skin into ash 
That we mix into the anointing oil. 
Laughter booms above our heads,
As our bodies fall apart 
Into their gunpowder, 
Aself-inflictedwarclaimingmorecasualties
By the hour.
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March on a Blue Sky
by Abigail Suleman
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An Invitation Withdrawn  
by Jacob Troia
I’ve seen the papers, read the scene
where my brothers killed my brothers, 
-with a heavy dose of kerosene. 
Now, how should one react
When the killer lives and the dead one’s Black?

Adifferenttune,
No sax, no blues,
nor the bright clamor of empty truths.
Whatyesterdayfilledmymind
with color for the colorblind,
This day has left me unaware,
Of my place, my role-- my cross to bear.

Run.
Hide away from all this pain
before another face is slain.
But the mountains---
They sense theshame.
Would they take me if I came?

In the room white men act and do,
speaking of Maya Angelou.

The route was set, drawn in stone
Thinking of minds, a day before I lost my own.
Go to a place where the trees forget
And older rock has long been set.
Now though, I fear
My path has
 become  unclear. 

Mountains, dear, have me please
These days grow long and I’ve grown weak
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Years young, still’ve seen so much
Pull the needle from my brain, I’m numb.

Mountains dear, have me please
I fear what’s become of my species. 

So I ran.
Hid away from all this pain
and yet another face is slain
the desert can sense my shame,
I think it knows that I’m to blame.

In the room white men act and do
No rest for Maya Angelou. 
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Black!
by Abigail Suleman
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Moral of the 
Story, Part 1

by Lorena Hinojosa

Moral of the 
Story, Part 2

by Lorena Hinojosa
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Moral of the Story
by Lorena Hinojosa

The purpose of this project is to build class consciousness. 
I want to make work based on narratives, that draw on classic or folk-
lore stories, as well as other old traditions of media and imagery, and 

to make them relevant or attractive to contemporary sentiments.

 I also want to make connections to political evolution and repetition, 
and the way that it relates to storytelling in the sense stories are need-

ed to communicate the perpetual struggle for justice, and that some 
stories never grow old because some struggles never end, as well as 
having a need to change to meet the conditions of a particular time. 

I’m also trying to relate to people’s unexplored political desires using 
familiar narratives and characters. I aim to identify the ideological 
undertonesofstoriesthathavegoneignoredorpacified,oralterna-
tively, to radicalize our childhood heroes. I’m also interested in the 
way that stories can be interpreted in many ways, or how they lend 
themselves to being retold, by focusing on certain existing elements 
thatweren’tfullyexploredoriginally.Thefigures(RobinHood,John

Henry) are chosen for their relations to narratives with themes of 
social movements, rebellion, and working class struggle, and be-

cause they are widely known to the point of becoming mainstream 
and therefore distanced from association with our current politics, 
trapped in another time and not challenging our problems today.
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The Choice
by Mehreen Ali
You must amplify the voices of the unheard
You may not be there in presence
But we will be there in words.
 
Silence is violence.
So make a choice,
to use your voice.
 
Be the mighty thorn of
the delicate rose.
Prickthefinger
of the instigator.
 
What if in turn it was your mother?
Your home, your land, your life-- not another?
Hearing her cries while
Society crumbles to lie at her feet.
 
But
society
lies.
 
Cover your ears so you won’t hear her cries
Cover your mouth so she won’t hear you shout
Cover your eyes so you can’t see that the world lies
 
Or  
 
Turn your head down
 Tunnel vision, gaze around
Eyes on your own prize.
 Or your own screen.
If a tree falls in an empty forest
does it make a sound?
What does it even mean?
 
The choice to make is up to you.
But if not you—then who?
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2020 Calendar
by Swahdreeznya Rosier
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Oranges and the SunOranges and the Sun
by Abigail Suleman
Puncturing the skins of oranges
While rays send onto mine
Vitalfightingmen
Against Rona colored red wine.

Inhaling hues and circular shapes
As bold as these
Sourness, sweetness, and saltiness
Butaflavorlessdisease.

Definingthis“positive”
By ten days of family fun
And fruits from friends who 
Prescribed oranges and the sun.
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The Virus
by Janna Jann
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Person
by Elias Kassa 

Empty conversations bout progression, ugh
Empty hearts and pens in smoke sessions, ugh

Empty but there’s still feelings of tension
Just doing what I gotta do to go and make a living

Definite-lyoffendingsomebodyjustcauseI’mexisting
And I don’t live up to your stereotypes

Black boy from a white town breaking all these bars down
Mentaljailsfailunlessyouwannafitin‘em

But sometimes you see these traps comforting
Cause on the internet they’re always leveraging

Insecurities, fears of living, fears of dying, fears of being 
lonely crying

Walkingoffaplankblindfoldedjumpandhopeyou’llfinda
Chest with a white picket fence and a house

Or cheese for the mouse, that’s satisfaction no doubt
But when the mouse gets hungry, it’s gonna go and leave ya
Guess that’s what happens when you’ve been living for other 

people

Can I live for a minute?
Can I live for a minute?

Just trying to be the person I was

Empty colleges cause of collapse, ugh
Empty like what’s in my hands after the fact

Graduate into recession, hope to learn some type of lesson
Some’ll say you sell your soul or end up 2 steps back
Cause you’re either at the top or the bottom, right?

Everything’s done and done don’t need a piece of your mind
Well I’m

Gonna speak my truth, really couldn’t care bout you
…well maybe a little

But still I will keep pushing through
Chucking deuces every time I look up in the mirror
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Cause I’m never really clear on just what I see
Over-extension of the soul could turn the warmest hearts 

cold
…and everyone’s gonna tell you that’s how it be

But instead of climbing up the ladder grabbing on a .44
I fell all the way down and had a 4:44 

Emptycupshavetobefilled
That’s what you have them for

The universe works with purpose 
Know you’re never alone

…right?

Can I live for a minute?
Can I live for a minute?

Just trying to be the person I was
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Untouched
by Catherine Malnati
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Betrayal 
by Aqsa Mahmood
the slick slime of its body slides
across my tongue. my lips aren’t
meant to be parted, but they are—

per your command of course. you
always knew how to manipulate 
me into swallowing your lies. 

go on, 

i coax the snake, letting it 
fillmythroatasitslidesdown,
deeper and deeper until i felt it

in my stomach. 

i’ll digest your lies. 

my eyes begin to bulge out, but
i lost all sense of sight 
long ago. you’ve 

clouded all the voices of my judgement.

you, the snake nestling in deep
inside of my soul. 

stay away! 

i once wanted to cry out, but i
no longer can. 
you made fast work 
of poisoning my heart.
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i can feel it now, 
the life slipping—

not away from me, but into you. 

it buzzed
inside of me, 
the remains of my own thoughts. 

it’s vibration so alive that it hurts
i’m choking on my own 
instinct. 

my body is trying to kill me. 

i relax my jaw

i forget all sensation of breathing

any second now. 

any second now, 
until my life fades away, 

and you
claim another victim. 

any second… 

now.
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Are You A Replicant? 
You’ve Got My Eyes

by Cimmy Nakum
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The Truman Show
by Patryk Szczepaniak
For tell me honestly, 

 Isn’t there something even slightly 
  Trumanian 
 About all this? 
Like we’re about to hit the edge of the galaxy 
And leave behind celluloid and God and 1080 stars 
(Perfectly disciplined into neat rows 
Like sliced bread)? 
Everyone 
 And everything 
  And every problem 
   And every old love 
In our rearview mirror 
Like the coastline to a sailor straying too far, 
And when the sun sets 
 On the obsidian and dirt of the past, 
It’llbejustyouandmeflyinginlapislazuliskies
On our own 
In a universe that has never worked for us. 

Suspended on Icarian wings, 
I’ll grab your hand and, 
 Through all our virtues and faults, 
I’ll look at the world, 
 See the galaxy and your eyes and everything in 
between, 
And love every inch of it 
With this red sickness called romance.
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Eye Opening Flavor
by Abigail Suleman
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Amphibian
by Janna Jann
I am an amphibian. 
I slip into an ocean, 
Pulling a wave onto my shoulder,
Soaked sand on my feet,
Iglidetowardsthewaterlikearay-finnedeel,
Migrating with frothy bubbles,
Slithering into the oceanic void of pushing and pulling,
Tides that change space and time itself,
In the void, it is easier to be an amphibian.
Changing blood and temperament like clockwork. 

Camouflagedingoldsandsilvers,
Peering with dark slanted eyes, 
Streaking out into the hot sand like stepping onto Jupiter,
It’s cold tonight, the planet’s clouds are freezing,
But my cold-blooded cheeks burn red with shame,

For when I slipped into winter’s ocean,
Pulling a mask over my ear,
Soaked tears in the soft cotton,
I glide past the Great white’s,
Swimming in their fragile vulnerability, 
slithering into the crowds in a spiraling void of pushing and 
pulling,
Our breath becomes air,
Our protest seeps into silence. 
The tides are quiet tonight, 
We drown in the stillness of time,
In winter’s void, it is easier to have snow like skin,
With their changing temperament like clockwork, 
Camouflagedintheirhateandbitterwords,
Because our honey like skin strangles them cold,
Our almond like eyes are Medusa,
Our breath is poison upon touch,
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We are the snakes that chase them in the stillness of Winter, 
Caged in our homes with fear hung on our windows,
Streaking out into the Chicago streets like steps onto Jupiter,

It’s cold tonight, the rain is freezing,
Ice that shatters and cracks,
Split and spat on, 
Salty wet drops on red cheeks. 

The tides are quiet tonight,
And we continue to drown in the stillness of time. 
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Moment of Clarity
by Laiba Athar
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Mental Health
by Aqsa Mahmood
black              white                grey                                  
is what clouds their vision,                          e
                                                                           v
but what consumes You and I                     o
are colors of the rainbow reflected            b
over the grass and glass that the sirens     a
and the devils    b
                            e
                             l
                            o
                            w      try to tame us with,

and I can’t help but feel a little bit of excitement r  u  s  h,
to the back of my eyes and 
between my lips as I know that;

You and I are the only ones who will ever 
see the world like this.

That’s why you and I are
Meant                        to                       be.
Like the colors of the rainbow mesh.
Together, You and I 

were meant to mesh
and     bend     and      blend              and      fold 
together because 

You and I are inseparable. 

Water beads are plain to them, the 
sustenance of life and the power 
it brings is what they 
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surviveoffofbutYouandI,
wethriveoffofthebeautythatdropletholds.

it quenches our thirst in ways they could never
feel, in sensations they will never feel

because they don’t 
see like You and I do.

and that’s why I love 
seeing You because You don’t look at me 
in that same sour 
lemon way that they do,

You look at me
like you 
see 
it too.
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A Quiet Route
by Hebah Mehreen
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the stories etched in my skin
by Aqsa Mahmood

yes, i am that girl. 

the girl who knows the worth of
her own skin. who refused to sell

her body for the asking price.
 
who looked him in the eyes 
and told him 

tofixhimself

instead of trying to scrape 
his insecurities 
against her
curves. 

herscars,hermarks,herflavors,
they are all under her name. 

i own myself. 

the art that adorns my limbs
are not for you to critique.

my scars were not carved into my 
skin by your lost soul—

i am not subject to seeking
your approving gaze,

when i have created myself.
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when i approve of myself. 
thecarvingsonmyflesh
were illustrated by stories 
of hardship,

stories that nobody could ever 
duplicate. could ever recreate. 

and in order to indulge
in the tales
of my masterpieces, 

you must understand that you
are merely an onlooker—

an apprentice i have chosen

to soak in the intricacy
of my rare sculpture. 
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Transcending Darkness
by Laiba Athar
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Songs to Set Tables to
by Patryk Szczepaniak
It’s delicate when it’s past midnight 
 The lights 
  dark honey, 
 The world 
  little and slow. 
But not broken. 

 Unbreaking, actually. 

The universe, 
   for once, 
exists in limbo, 
 Bending backwards on itself, 
 Beautiful, skillful rubber, 
Yielding to dandelions 
And my closed eyes. 
 Lucid state. 
 Night terror, except not scary at all because you’re 
there, 
  Too. 

And you’ll keep moving the forks I place from the right to the 
left,    Not saying anything, 
  Not minding, 
As the stars fall outside the window and we walk circles in 
the quiet, 
Listening to the low hum of songs to set tables to 
 While the world outside 
  Crumbles and rebuilds.
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My Grandma’s Last Love Letter
by Pahul Kaur
I love you. 
I don’t know who you are, but I do know I love you. 
Yourfacedoesn’tseemrightandyourhandsalwaysfeeldifferent.
 Yet, this sixth sense of mine always brings me back to you.  
The words you say give me  comfort like none other 
and your eyes hold the souls of all the people I forgot 
but somehow know they’re mine. 

I love you. 
I don’t know who you are but I do know I love you. 
You are the one inconstant yet constant thing in my life, 
the one who never pulls away no matter how hard I push. 

You’re the one who never lost hope..  
I love you. 
I don’t know who you are but I do know I love you. 
And I’ll keep loving you, without knowing you, without knowing 
anything.  
I’ll forget everything but I’ll remember to love you. 
Always, till my very. last. breath.
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Apart, Yet Always Together
by Jumobi Arowolo
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Surge
by Yohanely Juarez

I
I sit at the edge of the shore, watching the ocean canvas

Of glittering stars trapped in the crashing waves

II 
The ocean’s bosom rises and falls beneath the silver sky

The babe begins to cry 
The crystal heavens crackles overhead growing,

The premiere wave washes over in solemn reprieve
The salty wind whispers in foreboding

III
I try to rise from the Stygian shore

The blue-grey scales wash over in shingles
The sea takes a deep breath-

The unexpected wave hauls me into its dark foaming waters
Ha! I know how to swim! I announce between the laborious 

breath of the sea and my own
Be Still and Endure

Thedarkwatersreflecttheeyesofthelambbeforeslaughter
The babe is dead

IV 
Pieces of crystal drizzle down from the growing crack, and cut 

deep wounds in my soul
I gasp for breath

Wave by wave, stroke by stroke
I am dragged under into the darkness

I begin to sink with the pressing weight of life
The babe’s body is lost at sea

Another wave pulls me up and out into the cold midsummer 
night of strife

I dance around the tossing waves in a grand jubilee
I gasp for breath- 

Reaching out into the starless night for a sign of palpability 
amongst the uncertain sea
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V
The sea breathes gently for a moment

I go on home, dripping
Hoping to dry by the hearth-

Instead, a thunderous earthquake splits the foundation of the 
house.

VI
Curled inward to protect the last light of my soul

Whimpering in woe for the end;
I am the babe

VII
A sea of tears overwhelms me, and I descend to the depths
ThroughprunedfingertipsIfeeltheweightlesscalmthaten-

compasses me
I am somewhere deep within myself 

Between the folds of the past and anxieties of the future 
Where the buried hopes of dreams drip down stalactites 
Into a dark chasm illuminated by the quartz of my being.

Suddenly, brilliant light streaks across my pitch-black sight
Thefallingstarsspringattheirreflectionandgigglealongtoa

familiar tune

VIII
A surge of myself 

Propels me forward 

IX
Bursting from the silk sheets 

Gasping,
I emerge 

Amidst the plum horizon 
Splashingthroughafieldofblossomingivorydaffodils

I rise in myself
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Shoot for the Leaves
by Mehreen Ali
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Exposed
by Citlali Rodriguez

The sun reluctantly lowers herself 
beneath the cloud-cover horizon, 

trailing sweet disappointment 
with her regal train of fading rays. 

She carries with her 
the loud pulse of 

heavy hearts 
heaving with memory, 

pensieves laden with the souring 
stew of hope. 

And we, no longer subsumed by 
outlandish dreams, 

no longer shielded by 
her wistful shadows, 

are delicately folded on murky grasses, 
paper birds wrenched from our nests 

and rendered vulnerable.
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July
by Hebah Mehreen
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~happiness
by Anooshay Aamir
my mother named me 
happiness; 
thefirstsmilestartingtheday
and there are days 
when this name is like a 
heavy drop on my shoulder. 
this name then becomes 
a reminder how 
the woman who raised me, 
named me after something 
so beautiful, 
it reminds me of lanterns in the sky, 
or birds chirping during fajr, 
or a group of friends hysterically laughing, 
or drives to unknown destinations at sunset, 
or dancing in circles in the rain 
& even on my darkest days, 
i remember that i am the happiness i should be looking for. 
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